This paper analyzes the performance of a two-way relay network experiencing co-channel interference from multiple interferers due to aggressive frequency reuse in cellular networks. We discuss two different scenarios: Outages are declared individually for each user (individual outage) and an outage is declared simultaneously for all users (common outage). We derive the closed-form expressions for the individual and common outage probabilities of the two-way relay network with multiple interferers. The validity of our analytical results is verified by a comparison with simulation results. It is shown that the analytical results perfectly match the simulation results of the individual and common outage probabilities. Also, it is shown that the individual and common outage probabilities increase as the number of interferers increases. key words: two-way relay network, multiple interferers, individual outage probability, common outage probability
Introduction
In a two-way relay network, two users exchange information with each other via a single or multiple relays [1] - [3] . Compared to conventional one-way relay networks [4] , [5] , the two-way relay network provides improved spectral efficiency by using either superposition coding or physicallayer network coding at the relays [1] .
The performance of the two-way relay network over fading channels has been extensively analyzed [6] - [8] . In [6] , the authors derive the individual outage probability, sum-rate, and bit error rate of a two-way relay network with multiple relays over Rayleigh fading channels. In [7] , the authors investigate the common outage probability and symbol error rate (SER) of a two-way relay network with multiple relays over Rayleigh fading channels. In [8] , the authors derive the individual outage probability, SER, and sum-rate of a two-way relay network with a single relay over Nakagami-m fading channels. Most previous works on twoway relay networks are focused on wireless networks with no interference. However, in practical cellular networks, co-channel interference from multiple interferers is one of the major limiting factors due to aggressive frequency reuse for high spectrum utilization [9] - [12] . Especially in multitier cellular networks (e.g. femtocell underlaid macrocell), co-channel interference from multiple interferers in other macrocells and neighboring femtocells causes unacceptable outage probability [13] , [14] . Hence, it is important to study the relation between signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and outage probability. Although the co-channel interference from multiple interferers affects the performance of two-way relay networks, there have been few works on the two-way relay network with multiple interferers. In [15] , the authors derive the common outage probability of a two-way relay network with multiple interferers. However, the analytical result for the common outage probability of the two-way relay network has no closed-expression but does have a complicated integral expression, and the authors assume no interference at the relay. In [16] , the authors derive the individual outage probability of a two-way relay network with multiple interferes. However, in order to simplify the performance analysis, they obtain the individual outage probability based on the upper bound of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio.
In this paper, we investigate the two-way relay network with multiple interferers over Rayleigh fading channels. We consider the interference model where both the users and the relays receive the interfering signals from multiple cochannel interferers. We derive the closed-form expressions for the individual and common outage probabilities of the twoway relay network with multiple interferers. Analytical formulas are also verified by simulations.
System Model
Consider a two-way relay network with multiple interferers as shown in Fig. 1 . The users a and b exchange information each other by the help of a relay in the relay set R = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r N }. A relay in the relay set R is selected to minimize the individual or common outage probabilities. Assume that there is no direct path between the users a and b, and the users a, b, and the relays r n , n = 1, 2, · · · , N, receive the interfering signals from L a , L b , and L r n interferers, respectively.
Assume that the channel from the node i to the node j, i, j ∈ {a, b} ∪ R, has the channel coefficient h i, j which is an independent zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with the variance λ i, j . Assume that the variance λ i, j is given by λ i, j = δd −ν i, j where δ is the attenuation parameter, d i, j is the distance from the node i to the node j, and ν is the path loss exponent [17] . Similarly, the channel from the lth interferer affecting the node i to the node i is characterized by the channel coefficient g l,i which Copyright c 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers is an independent zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with the variance μ l,i . Assume that the variance μ l,i is given by μ l,i = δd −ν l,i where d l,i is the distance from the lth interferer affecting the node i to the node i. Assume that the channels are reciprocal, i.e., h i, j = h j,i and g l,i = g i,l .
Assume that the users a and b communicate with each other in two phases: the multiple-access (MA) and broadcast (BC) phases. In the MA phase, to equalize the channels h a,r n and h b,r n , the users a and b multiply their symbols with the equalization coefficients c a,r n and c b,r n , respectively, which are chosen as c a,r n = |hrn,b| 2 [18] . And then, they transmit their symbols to the relay r n simultaneously. The relay r n receives the transmitted symbols from the two users along with the interfering symbols from L r n interferers.
The received signal at the relay r n is given by
where x i , i ∈ {a, b} ∪ R, is the transmitted symbol from the node i, x l,i is the interfering symbol from the lth interferer affecting the node i, and v i is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the node i.
In the BC phase, the relay r n amplifies and forwards its received signal to the users a and b. The received signals at the users a and b are given by
and
respectively, where α r n is the amplification factor of the fixed-gain relay r n [19] . Assuming perfect self-interference cancelation at the users a and b, the users a and b extract the symbols x b and x a from y a and y b , respectively [1] . The users and the relays are corrupted by co-channel interference and thermal noise. However, the level of cochannel interference is high enough compared to the level of thermal noise and so that the thermal noise is neglected as in all interference-limited environments [20] - [23] . Thus, the SIR is used for the performance analysis. After perfect self-interference cancelation, SIRs at the users a and b are given by
respectively, where P i and P l,i are the transmit power of the node i and its lth interferer, respectively,
|gl,j|
Outage Probability Derivation

Moment Generating Functions
From the probability density functions (PDFs) of the random variables X i, j and Y i, j,k , we derive their moment generating functions (MGFs). The PDF of X i, j is given by
where
is the Gamma function defined as Γ (m) = (m − 1)! for a positive integer m, and the characteristic coefficient χ l,m Ω i, j is given by (7) at the top of the next page [24] , [25] .
The Laplace transform of f X i, j (x) is given by
where the last equality follows from the fact that
is the expectation with respect to the random variable X i,k and the last equality follows from the fact that
By using [28, Ch. 5.2], the PDF of Y i, j,k is given by
The Laplace transform of f Y i, j,k (y) is given by
Individual Outage Probability
We derive the outage probabilities of the users a and b using the MGF-based approach [30] .
Define 
(w − t) dt.
of W b,r n ,a is given by (13) at the top of the page where
is the inverse Laplace transform; In (13), (a) follows from the fact that (x) , and Λ l,q, f (x) are given by (14) , (15) , and (16) at the top of the next page, respectively.
By using the definition of the individual outage [31] , the outage probability of the user a is obtained as (17) where γ th is a SIR threshold. In (17) , the outage occurs when the SIR at the user a falls below a given γ th . The outage probability of the user b can be obtained to be the same as that of the user a.
Common Outage Probability
is the multiplicity of Σ i, [l] , and the characteristic coefficient χ l,m (Σ i ) is given by (19) at the top of the page [24] , [25] . By integrating (11) over the interval [0, y], the CDF of Y i, j,k is given by
The common outage probability is given by (21) (22) and (23) at the top of the next page, respectively.
Numerical Results
Consider a two-way relay network with multiple interferers where the users a, b, and the relays r n , n = 1, 2, · · · , N, receive the interfering signals from L a , L b , and L r n interferers, respectively. Suppose that γ th = 3 dB, λ i, j = 1, μ l,i = 1,
The main contribution of this paper is the derivation of the closed-form expressions for the individual and common outage probabilities of the two-way relay network with multiple interferers. To provide insights into the impact of ζ and N on these outage probabilities, we assume that parameters except ζ and N have simple values such as λ i, j = 1, μ l,i = 1, and α i = 1 similar to [1] , [6] , [9] , [11] , [15] , and [32] . Note that although these assumptions seem not realistic, they do not affect the accuracy of the analytical results. And since the analytical results are the function of the λ i, j , μ l,i , and α i , we can obtain more realistic results by changing the parameter values of λ i, j , μ l,i , and α i in (17) and (21) . Figure 2 shows the individual outage probability of the two-way relay network with multiple interferers. Figure 2(a) shows the individual outage probability versus ζ for N = 3 and L a = L b = L r n = 1, 2, · · · , 7. As expected, it is shown that as the number of interferers increases the individual outage probability increases. Figure 2(b) shows the individual outage probability versus the number of relays for ζ = 10 dB and L a = L b = L r n = 1, 2, · · · , 7. It is shown that the individual outage probability decreases as the number of relays increases. The reason is that a single best relay is selected among the set of relays. In both Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) , it is shown that the analytical results perfectly match the simulation results. Figure 3 shows the common outage probability of the two-way relay network with multiple interferers. Figure 3(a) shows the common outage probability versus ζ for N = 3 and L a = L b = L r n = 1, 2, · · · , 7. It is shown that the common outage probability increases as the number of x , < κ − 1. (23) interferers increases. Figure 3(b) shows the common outage probability versus the number of relays for ζ = 10 dB and L a = L b = L r n = 1, 2, · · · , 7. It is shown that the common outage probability decreases as the number of relays increases. In both Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , it is shown that the analytical results and the simulation results are in excellent agreement.
Conclusions
In this paper, we consider a two-way relay network with multiple interferers. We derive the closed-form expressions for the individual and common outage probabilities of the two-way relay network with multiple interferers. The validity of our analytical results is verified by comparison with simulation results. It is shown that the analytical results agree exactly with the simulation results of the individual and common outage probabilities. In addition, it is shown that as the number of interferers increases the individual and common outage probabilities increase.
